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Abstract
Remote access to NVMe Flash enables flexible scaling and
high utilization of Flash capacity and IOPS within a datacenter. However, existing systems for remote Flash access either
introduce significant performance overheads or fail to isolate
the multiple remote clients sharing each Flash device. We
present ReFlex, a software-based system for remote Flash
access, that provides nearly identical performance to accessing local Flash. ReFlex uses a dataplane kernel to closely
integrate networking and storage processing to achieve low
latency and high throughput at low resource requirements.
Specifically, ReFlex can serve up to 850K IOPS per core
over TCP/IP networking, while adding 21µs over direct access to local Flash. ReFlex uses a QoS scheduler that can
enforce tail latency and throughput service-level objectives
(SLOs) for thousands of remote clients. We show that ReFlex allows applications to use remote Flash while maintaining their original performance with local Flash.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
tems]: Storage Management

D.4.2 [Operating Sys-
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1.

Introduction

NVMe Flash devices deliver up to 1 million I/O operations
per second (IOPS) at sub 100µs latencies, making them the
preferred storage medium for many data-intensive, online
services. However, the Flash devices deployed in datacenters are often underutilized in terms of capacity and throughput due to the imbalanced requirements across applications
and over time [37, 50]. In general, it is difficult to design
machines with the perfect balance between CPU, memory,
and Flash resources for all workloads, which leads to over∗ The
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provisioning and higher total cost of ownership (TCO). Similar to sharing disks within a datacenter, remote access to
Flash over the network can greatly improve utilization by allowing access to Flash on either any machine that has spare
capacity and bandwidth or on servers dedicated to serving a
large number of NVMe devices.
There are significant challenges in implementing remote
access to Flash. Achieving low latency requires minimal processing overheads at the network and storage layers in both
the server and client machines. In addition to low latency,
each server must achieve high throughput at minimum cost,
saturating one or more NVMe Flash devices with a small
number of CPU cores. Moreover, managing interference between multiple tenants sharing a Flash device and the uneven
read/write behavior of Flash devices [52, 61] requires isolation mechanisms that can guarantee predictable performance
for all tenants. Finally, it is useful to have flexibility in the degree of sharing, the deployment scale, and the network protocol used for remote connections. Existing, software-only
options for remote Flash access, like iSCSI [57] or eventbased servers, cannot meet performance expectations. Recently proposed, hardware-accelerated options, like NVMe
over RDMA fabrics [18], lack performance isolation and
provide limited deployment flexibility.
We present ReFlex, a software-based Flash storage server
that implements remote Flash access at a performance comparable with local Flash accesses. ReFlex achieves high performance with limited compute requirements using a novel
dataplane kernel that tightly integrates networking and storage. The dataplane design avoids the overhead of interrupts
and data copying, optimizes for locality, and strikes a balance between high throughput (IOPS) and low tail latency.
ReFlex includes a QoS scheduler that implements priorities
and rate limiting in order to enforce service level objectives
(SLOs) for latency and throughput for multiple tenants sharing a device. ReFlex provides both a user-level library and a
remote block device driver to support client applications.
The ReFlex server achieves 850K IOPS per core over
commodity 10GbE networking with TCP/IP. Hence, it can
serve several NVMe devices and meet networking line rates
at low cost. Its unloaded latency is only 21µs higher than
direct access to local Flash through NVMe queues. The ReFlex server can support thousands of remote tenants. Its QoS
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Figure 1: The impact of interference on Flash performance.
Tail read latency depends on total IOPS and read/write ratio.
scheduler can enforce the tail latency and throughput requirements of tenants with SLOs, while allowing best-effort
tenants to consume all remaining throughput of the NVMe
device. Finally, using legacy applications, we show that even
with heavy-weight clients, ReFlex allows for performance
levels nearly identical to those with local Flash.
ReFlex is open-source software. The code is available at
https://github.com/stanford-mast/reflex.

2.

Background and Motivation

Remote access provides flexibility to use Flash regardless
of its physical location in a datacenter, increasing utilization
and reducing the total cost of ownership [37, 38].
Remote access to hard disks is already common in datacenters [8, 23], since their high latency and low throughput
easily hide network overheads [3, 9]. A variety of software
systems can make remote disks available as block devices
(e.g., iSCSI [57]), network file systems (e.g., NFS [56]), distributed file systems (e.g., Google File System [23]), or distributed data stores (e.g., Bigtable [17]). There are also proposals for hardware-accelerated, remote access to Flash using Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) (e.g., NVMe
over Fabrics [18]) or PCIe interconnects [6, 29, 67]. Existing approaches for remote Flash access face two main challenges: achieving high performance at low cost, and providing predictable performance in the presence of interference.
2.1

Performance Goals

Low latency: The unloaded read latency of NVMe Flash
is 20-100µs [19]. To satisfy the requirements of latencysensitive applications, remote access to Flash should have
low latency overhead. Conventional remote server access
over 10GbE and the TCP/IP network protocol adds at least
50µs to unloaded latency before any software-based storage
protocol even begins [11]. More important, network processing in Linux introduces performance unpredictability due to

interrupt management and core scheduling, increasing the
tail latency of remote accesses [36, 40, 41]. Network storage systems like iSCSI introduce additional latency for protocol processing and copying data between kernel and user
buffers [35, 37]. On the other hand, distributed file systems
like GFS and HDFS are optimized for multi-megabyte data
transfers to remote disks, introducing overhead for kilobytesized data accesses to remote Flash [23, 63].
High throughput at low cost: Modern Flash devices have
throughput capabilities on the order of a million IOPS [55].
A remote Flash server must serve high I/O rates with low
processing overhead to reduce the cost and increase the flexibility of sharing Flash over the network. Datacenter machines with spare Flash capacity and IOPS may not have
many cores available to serve remote requests. Existing
software-based approaches require significant compute resources to saturate Flash throughput. For example, the iSCSI
protocol achieves 70K IOPS per CPU core [37], thus requiring 14 cores to serve the 1M IOPS of a high-end NVMe device. Similarly, in §5, we show that a light-weight server for
remote Flash access based on Linux libevent and libaio
achieves only 75K IOPS per core.
2.2

Interference Management

Remote Flash is useful if it provides predictable performance even when multiple tenants share a device. Predictable performance is a challenge for NVMe Flash devices
because of the impact of read/write interference. Figure 1
plots the tail read latency (95th percentile) on Flash as a
function of throughput (IOPS) for workloads with various
read/write ratios. Tail read latency depends on throughput
(load) and the read/write ratio. This behavior is typical for
all NVMe Flash devices we have tested because write operations are slower and trigger activities for wear leveling and
garbage collection that cannot always be hidden. Read/write
interference can be managed when a single application uses
a local Flash device, but becomes a big challenge with remote Flash and multiple tenants that share the same device
and are unaware of each other.
Hardware acceleration is not enough: Interference mitigation is a major omission of hardware-accelerated schemes
like NVMe over Fabrics [18], QuickSAN [15] or iSCSI
extensions for RDMA (iSER) [16]. The current isolation
features of NVMe devices, namely hardware queues and
namespaces, are not sufficient to reduce interference between multiple remote clients without additional software.
The number of queues is limited (e.g., 64 queues in high-end
devices) and request arbitration is simplistic (round-robin).
Namespaces are host-side logical partitions of the device, so
requests issued to different namespaces will still interfere.
Existing NVMe over Fabrics solutions do not perform I/O
scheduling to mitigate interference between multiple remote
clients. The existing solutions do not offer a way for clients
to specify quality of service objectives and are thus unable
to manage Flash devices in a QoS-aware manner [48].
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ReFlex Design

ReFlex provides low latency and high throughput access to
remote Flash using a dataplane architecture that tightly integrates the networking and storage layers. It serves remote
read/write requests for logical blocks of any size over general networking protocols like TCP and UDP. While predominately a software system, ReFlex leverages hardware
virtualization capabilities in NICs and NVMe Flash devices
to operate directly on hardware queues and efficiently forward requests and data between NICs and Flash devices
without copying. Its polling-based execution model (§3.1)
allows requests to be processed without interruptions, improving locality and reducing unpredictability. ReFlex uses a
novel I/O scheduler (§3.2) to guarantee latency and throughput SLOs for tenants with varying ratios of read/write requests. ReFlex can serve thousands of tenants and network
connections, using as many cores as needed to saturate Flash
device IOPS.
3.1

Ring 3

Dataplane Execution Model

Each ReFlex server thread uses a dedicated core with direct
and exclusive access to a network queue pair for packet
reception/transmission and an NVMe queue pair for Flash
command submission/completion.
Figure 2 reviews the execution model for a ReFlex server
thread processing an incoming Flash read (or write) request.
First, the NIC receives a network packet and delivers it via
DMA to a pre-allocated memory buffer provided by the networking stack ¬. The ReFlex thread polls the receive descriptor ring and processes the packet through the Ethernet
driver and networking stack (e.g., TCP/IP), generating event
conditions indicating the availability of a new message .
The same thread uses libix [11], a library similar to Linux
libevent [54], to process the event. This involves switching
to the server code that parses the message, extracts the I/O
request, performs access control checks and any other storage protocol processing required before submitting a Flash
read (write) system call ®. The thread then switches to system call processing and performs I/O scheduling to enforce
SLOs across all tenants sharing the ReFlex server (§3.2).
Once scheduled, the request is submitted to the Flash device through an NVMe submission queue ¯. The Flash device performs the read (write) I/O and delivers (retrieves) the
data via DMA to (from) a pre-allocated user-space buffer ².
The thread polls the completion queue ° and delivers a completion event ±. The event callback executes through libix
and emits a send system call ². Finally, the thread processes

SLO Scheduler

Hardware-accelerated approaches have other disadvantages. RDMA-based schemes require network fabrics with
RDMA capabilities, which may not be readily available
in legacy datacenters. Approaches for sharing Flash over
a PCIe backplane limit sharing to a single rack and also lack
support for performance isolation [6, 29, 67].
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Figure 2: The execution model for a each ReFlex thread.

the send system call to deliver the requested data back to
the originator through the network stack ³. The execution
model supports multiple I/O requests per network message
and large I/Os that span across multiple network messages.
This execution model achieves low latency for remote
Flash requests. It runs to completion the two steps of request processing, the first between network packet reception
and Flash command submission (¬ - ¯) and the second between Flash completion and network packet transmission (°
- ³), without any additional interruptions or thread scheduling. Running to completion eliminates latency variability
and improves data cache locality for request processing. ReFlex’s two-step run to completion model avoids blocking on
Flash requests. ReFlex avoids interrupt overhead by polling
for network packet arrivals and Flash completions. Moreover, ReFlex implements zero-copy by passing pointers to
the buffers used to DMA data from the NIC or Flash device.
In addition to the benefit from lower latency, ReFlex improves the throughput of remote Flash requests using two
methods. First, it uses asynchronous I/O to overlap Flash
device latency (50µs or more) with network processing for
other requests. Once a command is submitted to the Flash
device ¯, the thread polls the NMVe completion queue for
previously issued requests that require outgoing network
processing and polls the NIC receive queue for incoming
packets that require incoming network processing. As long
as there is work to do, the thread does not idle. Second,
ReFlex employs adaptive batching of requests in order to
amortize overheads and improve prefetching and instruction cache efficiency [11]. Under low load, incoming packets or completed NVMe commands are processed immediately without any delay. As load rises, the NIC receive and
NVMe completion queues fill up and provide the opportunity to process multiple incoming packets or multiple completed accesses in a batch. The batch size increases with load
but it is capped to 64 to avoid excessive latencies. Unlike
conventional batching, which trades off latency for bandwidth, adaptive batching achieves a good balance between
high throughput and low latency [11].
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Figure 3: Request cost models for various workloads on 3 different NVMe Flash devices.
ReFlex scales to multiple threads, each using a dedicated
core and separate hardware queue pairs. Threads need to coordinate only when issuing accesses to the NVMe command
queue so that they collectively respect the tail latency and
throughput SLOs of the various tenants that share the ReFlex
server (see §3.2). A local control plane periodically monitors
the load of all ReFlex threads and their ability to achieve the
requested SLOs in order to increase or decrease the number
of ReFlex threads. When the number of threads changes, remote tenants and network connections are rebalanced across
threads as explained in [53]. Rebalancing takes a few milliseconds and does not lead to packet dropping or reordering.
3.2

QoS Scheduling and Isolation

The QoS scheduler allows ReFlex to provide performance
guarantees for tenants sharing the Flash device(s) in a server.
A tenant is a logical abstraction for accounting for and enforcing service-level objectives (SLOs). An SLO specifies a
tail read latency limit at a certain throughput and read/write
ratio. For example, a tenant may register an SLO of 50K
IOPS with 200µs read tail latency (95th percentile) at an 80%
read ratio. In addition to such latency-critical (LC) tenants
which have guaranteed allocations in terms of tail latency
and throughput, ReFlex also serves best-effort (BE) tenants,
which can opportunistically use any unallocated or unused
Flash bandwidth and tolerate higher latency. A tenant definition can be shared by thousands of network connections,
originating from different client machines running any number of applications. An application can use multiple tenants
to request separate SLOs for different data streams.
As shown in Figure 1, enforcing an SLO on Flash device
accesses is complicated by two factors. First, the maximum
bandwidth (IOPS) the device can support depends on the
overall read/write ratio of requests it sees across all tenants.
Second, the tail latency for read requests depends on both
the overall read/write ratio and the current bandwidth load.
Hence, the QoS scheduler requires global visibility and control over the total load on Flash and the type of outstanding
I/O operations. We use a request cost model to account for
each Flash I/O’s impact on read tail latency (§3.2.1) and a

novel scheduling algorithm that guarantees SLOs across all
tenants and all dataplane threads (§3.2.2). ReFlex does not
assume a priori knowledge of workloads.
3.2.1

Request Cost Model

The model estimates read tail latency as a function of
weighted IOPS, where the cost (weight) of a request depends on the I/O size, type (read vs. write), and the current
read/write request ratio r on the device:
l I/O size m
I/O cost =
× C(I/O type, r)
4KB
Cost is a function of r because some Flash devices provide substantially higher IOPS for read-only loads (r=100%)
compared to 99% or lower read loads, as seen in Figure 1.
Hence, the model adjusts the cost of read requests when the
device load is read-only. Costs are expressed in multiples of
tokens, where one token represents the cost of a 4KB random read request. In all Flash devices we have used, cost
scales linearly with request size for sizes larger than 4KB
(e.g., a 32KB request costs as much as 8 back-to-back 4KB
requests). Cost is constant for requests 4KB and smaller, as
these Flash devices seem to operate at 4KB granularity.
We calibrate the cost model for each type of Flash device
deployed in the ReFlex server. First, we measure tail latency
versus throughput with local Flash for workloads with various read/write ratios and request sizes (see 4KB example in
Figure 1). Since the cost of write requests depends on the
frequency of garbage collection and page erasure events, we
conservatively use random write patterns to trigger the worst
case. Next, we use curve fitting to derive C(I/O type, r). The
model can be re-calibrated after deployment to account for
performance degradation due to Flash wear-out [13].
Figure 3 shows latency versus weighted IOPS (tokens)
plots for three different NVMe devices from multiple vendors and representing multiple generations and capacities of
Flash devices. Device A is the one characterized in Figure 1.
The value of C(write, r < 100%) is 10, 20, and 16 tokens
for devices A, B, and C respectively. This means that write
operations are 10 to 20 times more expensive than read operations, depending on the device. For device A, when the load

from all tenants is read-only, the cost of a 4KB read request
is half a token (i.e., C(read, r = 100%) = 12 token). For all
three devices, our linear cost model leads to similar behavior
for tail latency versus load across all read/write load distributions and request sizes. This uniform behavior allows the ReFlex scheduler to manage SLOs when serving multiple tenants with different throughput requirements and read/write
request ratios. Although non-linear curve-fitting models can
achieve better fit, the accuracy of the linear model has been
sufficient for our scheduler and we prefer it because of simplicity.
3.2.2

Scheduling Mechanism

The QoS scheduler builds upon the cost model to maintain
tail latency and throughput SLOs for LC tenants, while allowing BE tenants to utilize any spare throughput in a fair
manner.
Token management: The ReFlex scheduler generates tokens at a rate equal to the maximum weighted IOPS the
Flash device can support at a given tail latency SLO. ReFlex enforces the strictest (lowest) latency SLO among all
LC tenants that share a Flash device. For example, to serve
two tenants with tail read latency SLOs of 500µs and 1ms,
respectively, on a Flash device with the cost model shown
in Figure 3a, the scheduler generates 420K tokens/sec to enforce the 500µs SLO. LC tenants are guaranteed a token supply that satisfies their IOPS SLO, weighted by the read/write
ratio indicated in their SLO. For example, assuming 4KB
requests and a write cost of 10 tokens, a tenant registering
an SLO of 100K IOPS with an 80% read ratio is guaranteed to receive tokens at a rate of 0.8(100K IOPS)(1 token
I/O ) +
tokens
0.2(100K IOPS)(10 I/O ) = 280K tokens/sec. Tokens generated by the scheduler but not allocated to LC tenants are
distributed fairly among BE tenants. The scheduler spends a
tenant’s tokens based on per-request costs as it submits the
tenant’s requests to the Flash device.
Scheduling Algorithm: Each ReFlex thread enqueues
Flash requests in per-tenant, software queues. When the
thread reaches the QoS scheduling step in the dataplane
execution model (§3.1), the thread uses Algorithm 1 to calculate the weighted cost of enqueued requests and submit
all admissible requests to the Flash device, gradually spending each tenant’s tokens. Depending on the thread load and
the batching factor, the execution model enters a scheduling
round every 0.5µs to 100µs. The control plane and the batch
size limit ensure that the time between scheduler invocations
does not exceed 5% of the strictest SLO. Frequent scheduling is necessary to avoid excessive queuing delays and to
maintain high utilization of the NVMe device.
Latency-critical tenants: The scheduling algorithm starts
by serving LC tenants. First, the scheduler generates tokens
for each LC tenant based on their IOPS SLO and the elapsed
time since the previous scheduler invocation. Since the control plane has determined each LC tenant’s weighted IOPS

Algorithm 1 QoS Scheduling Algorithm
1: procedure SCHEDULE
2:
time delta = current time() − prev sched time
3:
prev sched time = current time()
4:
for each latency-critical tenant t do
5:
t.tokens += generate tokens LC(t.SLO, time delta)
6:
if t.tokens < NEG LIMIT then
7:
notify control plane()
8:
while t.demand > 0 and t.tokens > NEG LIMIT do
9:
t.tokens −= submit next req(t.queue)
10:
if t.tokens > POS LIMIT then
11:
atomic incr global bucket(t.tokens × FRACTION)
12:
t.tokens −= t.tokens × FRACTION
13:
for each best-effort tenant t in round-robin order do
14:
t.tokens += generate tokens BE(time delta)
15:
d = t.demand − t.tokens
16:
if d > 0 then
17:
t.tokens += atomic decr global bucket(d)
18:
t.tokens−=submit admissible reqs(t.queue, t.tokens)
19:
if t.tokens > 0 and t.demand == 0 then
20:
atomic incr global bucket(t.tokens)
21:
t.tokens = 0
22:
if all threads scheduled() then
23:
atomic reset global bucket()

reservation is admissible, the scheduler can typically submit
all queued requests of LC tenants to the NVMe device. However, since traffic is seldom uniform and tenants may issue
more or less IOPS than the average IOPS reserved in their
SLO, the scheduler keeps track of each tenant’s token usage.
We allow LC tenants to temporarily burst above their token
allocation to avoid short term queueing. However, we limit
the burst size by rate-limiting LC tenants once they reach
the token deficit limit (NEG LIMIT). This parameter is empirically set to −50 tokens to limit the number of expensive
write requests in a burst. We also notify the control plane
when this limit is reached to detect tenants with incorrect
SLOs that need renegotiation.
LC tenants that consume less than their available tokens are allowed to accumulate tokens for future bursts. Accumulation is limited by the POS LIMIT parameter. When
reached, the scheduler donates a big fraction of accumulated
tokens (empirically 90%) to the global token bucket for use
by BE tenants. POS LIMIT is empirically set to the number
of tokens the LC tenant received in the last three scheduling rounds to accommodate short bursts without going into
deficit.
Best-effort tenants: The scheduler generates tokens for
BE tenants by giving each BE tenant a fair share of unallocated throughput on the device. Unallocated device throughput corresponds to the token rate the device can support
while enforcing the strictest LC latency SLO minus the sum
of LC tenant token rates (based on LC tenant IOPS SLOs).
Assuming N BE tenants, every scheduling round, each BE
tenant receives N1 th of the unallocated token rate times the
time elapsed since the previous scheduling round. If a BE
tenant does not have enough tokens to submit all of its en-

queued requests, the tenant can claim tokens from the global
token bucket, which are supplied by LC tenants with spare
tokens (if any). BE tenants are scheduled in a round robin
order across scheduling rounds to provide fair access to the
global token bucket. The scheduler conditionally submits a
BE request only if the tenant has sufficient tokens for the request. Rate limiting BE traffic is essential for achieving LC
SLOs. Since scheduling rounds occur at high frequency, a
typical round may generate only a fraction of a token. BE
tenants accumulate tokens over multiple scheduling rounds
when their request queues are not empty. When a BE tenant’s software queue is empty, we disallow token accumulation to prevent bursting after idle periods. This aspect of
the scheduler is inspired by Deficit Round Robin (DRR)
scheduling [60]. Tokens left unused by a BE tenant are donated to the global token bucket for use by other BE tenants.
To avoid large accumulation allowing BE tenants to issue
uncontrolled bursts, we periodically reset the bucket.
If a ReFlex server manages more than one NVMe device,
we run an independent instance of the scheduling algorithm
for each device with separate token counts and limits. We
assume the server machine has sufficient PCIe bandwidth, a
condition easily met by PCIe Gen3 systems.

4.

ReFlex Implementation

ReFlex consists of three components: the server, clients, and
control plane. Their implementation leverages open-source
code bases.
4.1

ReFlex Server

The remote Flash server is the main component of ReFlex.
We implemented it as an extension to the open-source, IX
dataplane operating system [1, 11]. IX uses hardware support for processor virtualization (through the Dune module [10]) and multi-queue support in NICs (through the Intel DPDK driver [30]) to gain direct and exclusive access to
multiple cores and network queues in a Linux system. These
resources are used to run a dataplane kernel and any applications on top of it. The original IX dataplane was developed for network-intensive workloads like in-memory, keyvalue stores. IX uses run to completion of incoming requests
and bounded, adaptive batching to optimize both tail latency
and throughput. IX also splits connections between threads,
using separate cores and queues to scale without requiring
synchronization or significant coherence traffic. These optimizations make IX a great starting point for the ReFlex
server.
ReFlex extends IX in the following ways. First, we developed an NVMe driver leveraging Intel’s Storage Performance Development Kit (SPDK) [31] to interface to Flash
devices and gain exclusive access to NVMe queue pairs.
Second, we implemented the dataplane model shown in Figure 2. In IX, the run to completion model includes all work
for a key-value store request, from packet reception to re-

Type
register
unregister
read
write

Type
registered
unregistered
response
written

System Calls (batched)
Parameters
Description
id, latency, IOPS, Registers a tenant with
rw ratio, cookie
SLO
handle
Unregisters a tenant
handle, buf, addr, Read data from Flash
len, cookie
into user buf
handle, buf, addr, Write data from user
len, cookie
buf into flash
Event Conditions
Parameters
Description
handle, cookie,
Registered tenant, or
status
out of resources error
handle
Unregistered tenant
cookie, status
NVMe read completed
cookie, status
NVMe write completed

Table 1: The systems calls and event conditions that the
ReFlex dataplane adds to the IX baseline.

ply transmission. Directly applying this monolithic run to
completion model in ReFlex would require blocking for every Flash access. Instead, we introduce a two step model
that retains the efficiency of run to completion but allows
for asynchronous access to Flash. The first run to completion step is from packet reception to Flash command submission and the second is from Flash command completion
to reply transmission. We maintained adaptive batching with
a maximum batch size of 64. Third, we implemented the
QoS scheduler as part of the first run to completion step.
Fourth, we introduced the system calls and events needed
for remote Flash accesses shown in Table 1. The original
IX defines system calls and events for opening and closing
connections, receiving and sending network messages, and
managing network errors. We introduced system calls and
events to register and unregister tenants, submit and complete NVMe read and write commands, and manage NVMe
errors. Finally, we developed the ReFlex user-level server
code that consumes events delivered by the dataplane and
issues system calls back to it. The cookie parameter allows
the user-space server code to track requests and retrieve their
context upon an event notification. Note that all event and
system calls are communicated over shared memory arrays
without the need for blocking, interrupts, or thread scheduling. This also enables batching of systems calls under high
load in order to reduce overheads. The dataplane implements
zero-copy; buffers for read and write data are initialized in
the ReFlex user-space code and provided as a parameter for
read and write system calls. They are released after the userspace code is notified of a send completion.
The ReFlex server is written in C and consists of the
following source lines of code (SLOC): 490 SLOC for the
user-level server, 954 SLOC for the IX NVMe driver and
628 SLOC for the dataplane including the QoS scheduler.

We leverage code from Intel’s DPDK and SPDK and the IX
dataplane, including the lwIP TCP stack [21].
Multi-threading operation: ReFlex scales to multiple
threads, each using a separate core and separate network and
NVMe queues. We parallelize the load by dividing tenants
across threads. All operations across threads are independent
and can occur without synchronization, excluding some QoS
scheduling actions described in §3.2.2. Specifically, threads
need to occasionally synchronize in order to exchange any
spare tokens from their LC tenants so that any BE tenant
on any thread can benefit from unused Flash bandwidth.
Threads use atomic read-modify-write operations to access
the global token bucket. The bucket is reset periodically by
having each thread asynchronously mark that it has completed at least one scheduling round. The last thread resets
the global bucket. This approach avoids locking overheads
and decouples QoS scheduling across threads. In particular, it allows threads to perform scheduling at different frequencies, while still maintaining fairness and guaranteeing
system-wide SLOs.
Security model: The ReFlex server enforces access control list (ACL) policies at the granularity of tenants and network connections. It checks if a client has the right to open
a connection to a specific tenant and if a tenant has read or
write permission for an NVMe namespace (range of logical blocks). These checks can be extended to use certificate
mechanisms.
Following IX, ReFlex runs its dataplane in protected kernel mode (guest ring 0), while the high-level server code runs
in user space (ring 3) as shown in Figure 2. Any exploitable
bug in parsing remote requests or other high-level server
functions cannot lead to loss of hardware control and cannot
affect the operation of the dataplane or any ordinary Linux
application running on the same machine. This approach allows ReFlex to share Flash devices with other Linux applications. Access to Flash by Linux workloads (kernel or user) is
mediated through the protected part of ReFlex that includes
the QoS scheduler. From a QoS perspective, Linux requests
are treated as latency-critical with specific throughput and latency guarantees. We achieve virtually indistinguishable performance compared to running ReFlex all in user mode. The
inherit cost of the kernel to user-mode transition is similar to
that of a main memory access [11] and it is compensated for
by the improved locality that ReFlex achieves using run to
completion and zero-copy.
Limitations: The current server implementation has some
non-fundamental limitations that we will remove in future
versions. First, we limit each tenant to using a single ReFlex
thread. Since ReFlex can serve up to 850K remote IOPS per
thread (§5.3) and an application can use multiple tenants to
access the same data, this is not a significant bottleneck for
any application. In the future, we will load balance connections for individual tenants across threads if their overall demands exceed a single thread’s throughput. Second, we have

implemented a single networking protocol in the ReFlex dataplane, the ubiquitous TCP/IP [21]. Since TCP/IP is the most
heavy-weight protocol used in datacenters, this is a conservative choice that defines a lower bound on ReFlex performance. Both tail latency and throughput will improve when
we implement UDP or other, lighter-weight transport protocols. Finally, ReFlex currently serves remote read and write
requests without any ordering guarantees, beyond ordering
forced by the networking protocol (e.g., order within a TCP
connection). In the future, we will support barrier operations
that can be used to force ordering and build high-level abstractions like atomic transactions.
4.2

ReFlex Clients

Applications can access ReFlex servers over the network using a variety of clients. We have implemented two alternatives that represent extreme points in terms of performance.
The first implementation is a user-level library (536
SLOC), similar to the client library for the binary protocol of
the memcached key-value store [46]. The library allows applications to open TCP connections to ReFlex and transmit
read and write requests to logical blocks. This client approach avoids the performance overheads of the file-system
and block layers of the operating system in the client machine. Nevertheless, the client is still subject to any latency
or throughput inefficiencies of the networking layer in its
operating system (see §5).
To support legacy client applications, we also implemented a remote block device driver that exposes a ReFlex server as a Linux block device (845 SLOC). The driver
translates conventional Linux block I/O (bio) requests to
ReFlex accesses issued with the user-level library discussed
above. The driver implements the multi-queue (blk-mq) kernel API [12] and supports one hardware context per core to
enable linear scaling with cores. For each hardware context,
the driver opens a socket to the ReFlex server and spawns
a kernel thread for receiving and completing incoming responses. To minimize latency, the driver directly issues each
block to the server without coalescing as the overhead of
ReFlex requests is small (38 bytes per 4KB request) and the
bandwidth of NVMe devices does not change significantly
if we use requests larger than 4KB. At 4KB, the Linux TCP
stack supports up to 70K messages per thread and hence the
driver needs to execute at least 4 threads (or 6 for improved
latency) to fully utilize a 10GbE interface, as we will show
in §5.6.
4.3

ReFlex Control Plane

The ReFlex control plane consists of two components, a
local component that runs on every ReFlex server and a
global one. We have currently implemented the former.
The local control plane is responsible for the following
actions. First, when a new LC tenant is registered, the control
plane determines if the tenant is admissible and which server
thread it should be bound to. It uses the strictest latency SLO

from all LC tenants and the throughput-latency characteristics of each device to check if the new tenant’s SLO can be
met without violating SLOs of existing tenants. When a tenant registers or terminates, the control plane re-calculates the
rate of token generation for LC and BE tenants. The control
plane intervenes if an LC tenant consistently bursts above
its SLO allocation by notifying the tenant to renegotiate its
SLO. Second, the local control plane monitors the request
latency and the thread load. If latency and load are high, it
allocates resources for additional threads and rebalances tenants. If load is low, it deallocates threads and their resources,
returning them to Linux for general use. This last function
is a derivative of the IX control plane that can dynamically
rightsize the number and clock frequency of threads used
by the IX dataplane without packet loss or reordering [53].
Finally, the control plane periodically calibrates the request
cost model and determines the throughput-latency characteristics of each Flash device (see §3.2).
In future work, we will develop a global control plane that
manages remote Flash resources across a datacenter cluster
and optimizes the allocation of Flash capacity and IOPS.
For example, the global control plane should try to co-locate
tenants with similar tail latency requirements such that strict
requirements of one tenant do not limit the IOPS available to
other tenants. The global control plane should also maintain
global latency and throughput SLOs for applications that
span across multiple ReFlex servers [4, 28, 65, 66].

5.

Evaluation

5.1

Experimental Methodology

Hardware setup: Our experimental setup consists of identical server and client machines with Intel Xeon CPU E52630 processors (Sandy Bridge EP) with 12 physical cores
across two sockets running at 2.3 GHz and 64GB DRAM.
The machines use Intel 82599ES 10GbE NICs connected via
an Arista 7050S-64 switch. They run Ubuntu LTS 16.04 with
a 4.4 Linux kernel. Server machines house PCIe-attached
Flash devices, preconditioned with sequential writes to the
whole address space followed by a series of random writes
to reach steady state performance. We tested ReFlex with
three different Flash devices whose request cost models are
shown in Figure 3. We show results for ReFlex using device
A as it achieves the highest raw IOPS, up to 1M IOPS for
read-only workloads (see Figure 1). For all experiments, we
disable power management and operate CPU cores at their
maximum frequency to ensure result fidelity. NICs are configured with jumbo frames enabled and large receive offload
(LRO) and generic receive offload (GRO) disabled. LRO and
GRO distort unloaded latency as received packets are sometimes buffered instead of being directly delivered to the kernel. We enable interrupt coalescing with a 20µs interval.
Clients: We use Linux-based clients in most experiments.
We extend the mutilate load generator [40] to use our
user-level client library and issue read/write requests to Re-

Local (SPDK)
iSCSI
Libaio (Linux Client)
Libaio (IX Client)
ReFlex (Linux Client)
ReFlex (IX Client)

Reads (µs)
Avg p95
78
90
211 251
183 205
121 139
117 135
99 113

Writes (µs)
Avg
p95
11
17
155
215
180
205
117
144
58
64
31
34

Table 2: Unloaded Flash latency for 4KB random I/Os,
including round-trip network latency for client and server.
Flex. mutilate coordinates a large number of client threads
across multiple machines to generate a desired throughput
while a separate, unloaded client measures latency by issuing one request at a time. To reduce client-side performance
overheads, we also evaluate unloaded latency and peak IOPS
per core for ReFlex with clients running a similar load generator on top of the IX dataplane, which achieves significantly
lower latency and higher throughput than the Linux networking stack.
I/O size: We issue 4KB read and write requests in most
experiments. Since we use a 10GbE network infrastructure,
clients issuing 4KB IOPS can saturate the NIC of the ReFlex server before they saturate the NVMe Flash device (1M
IOPS peak). Hence, we use 1KB requests in some experiments to stress IOPS of the ReFlex server. Modern datacenters include 40GbE networking infrastructure and future datacenters will likely deploy 100GbE. Both technologies will
remove this bottleneck.
Baseline: We compare the performance of remote accesses over ReFlex to that of issuing local accesses to the
Flash device using SPDK [31]. SPDK offers the best local
performance we can expect as it gives software direct access to NVMe queues without the need to go through the
Linux filesystem or block device layers. We also compare
ReFlex to two software-based schemes for remote Flash access: 1) the Linux iSCSI system [49] and 2) a lightweight
remote storage server that maximizes performance on Linux
by efficiently handling multiple connections per thread using libevent and overlapping communication and computation using libaio. We do not have access to a hardwareaccelerated remote Flash environment, but we compare to results quoted in a public presentation on NVMe over RDMA
Fabrics [45]. In §5.4, we evaluate the performance problems that arise when NVMe devices are shared without a
software-based QoS scheduler like the one in ReFlex.
5.2

Unloaded latency

We first measure unloaded latency for Flash accesses. Table 2 shows the average and 95th percentile latency of 4KB
random read and write requests issued with queue depth 1.
Remote accesses include the round-trip networking overheads in both client and server. Remote access over iSCSI
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Figure 4: Tail latency vs. throughput for 1KB, read-only
requests.
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Figure 4 plots tail latency (95th percentile) as a function of
throughput (IOPS) for 1KB read-only requests. Even for local accesses to Flash with SPDK, it takes two cores to saturate the 1M IOPS of the Flash device. A single core can
support up to 870K IOPS on local Flash. ReFlex achieves
up to 850K IOPS with a single core for network and storage processing. With two cores, ReFlex saturates 1M IOPS
on Flash, introducing negligible latency overhead compared
to local access. In contrast, the libaio-libevent server
achieves only 75K IOPS/core and at higher latency due to
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increases latency by 2.8× for read requests due to heavyweight protocol processing on both the client and server side,
involving data copying between socket, SCSI and application buffers. The libaio-libevent remote Flash server is
significantly faster than iSCSI, but the Linux network and
storage stacks still add over 100µs to average and tail latency. The dataplane execution model of ReFlex adds 21µs
to local Flash latency (IX client). At 113µs of tail read latency, a ReFlex server is close to the performance of many
(local) NVMe devices. Unloaded write latency is lower than
read latency due to DRAM buffering on the Flash device.
Thus, the overhead of iSCSI and libaio-libevent is even
more significant for write I/Os. ReFlex outperforms both
iSCSI and libaio-libevent, adding 20µs to local write
latency (IX client). Comparing ReFlex latency results with
Linux and IX clients shows that for low latency remote Flash
access, it is also important to optimize the client.
NVMe over Fabrics provides marginally lower latency
overhead (8µs), measured with a higher throughput 40GbE
Chelsio NIC (lower transmit latency for 4KB) and a 3.6GHz
Haswell CPU (versus a 2.3GHz Sandy Bridge CPU) [45].
Remote Flash latency with ReFlex includes a full TCP/IP
stack and a QoS scheduler that allows multiple clients to
connect to the Flash server. ReFlex would likely benefit from
TCP offloading in Chelsio NICs.
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Figure 5: Tail latency and IOPS for 4 tenants sharing a
ReFlex server. Tenants A and B are LC, while tenants C and
D are BE. Tenants issue 4kB I/Os with read ratios of 100%,
80%, 95%, and 25%, respectively. In Scenario 1, tenants A
and B attempt to use all the IOPS in their SLO. In Scenario
2, tenant B uses less than its reservation.
higher compute intensity for request processing. This server
requires over 10× more CPU cores to achieve the throughput of ReFlex. The hardware-accelerated NVMe over Fabrics can reportedly achieve 460K IOPS at 20% utilization of
a 3.6GHz Haswell core [45].
At high load, a ReFlex thread spends about 20% of execution time on TCP/IP processing. Hence, coupled with
a lighter network protocol, ReFlex can deliver even higher
throughput. The time spent on QoS scheduling varies between 2% and 8%, depending on the number of tenants
served.
ReFlex’s ability to serve millions of IOPS with a small
number of cores without impacting tail latency is important for making remote Flash practical and cost effective in
datacenters. To put IOPS per core into perspective, assume
we deploy ReFlex on the latest Broadwell or Skylake class
CPUs by Intel. The improved core performance will likely
allow ReFlex to reach 1M IOPS/core. Assuming 20 cores
per CPU socket, ReFlex will be able to share a 1M IOPS
Flash device using 2.5% of the compute capacity of a 2socket server. Alternatively, using 4 Flash devices, ReFlex
will need 8% of the server’s compute capacity to saturate a
100GbE link with 4KB I/Os.
5.4

Performance QoS and Isolation

We now evaluate the QoS scheduler using multiple tenants
with different SLOs. The following experiments use a single
ReFlex thread. We evaluate multi-core scalability in §5.5.
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Figure 6: Scalability experiments. In Fig 6a, ReFlex scales to 12 cores, enforcing a 2ms latency SLO for 90% read (LC) and
80% read (BE) tenants while maintaining high Flash utilization (570K tokens/s). Fig 6b shows a single ReFlex core can support
up to 2,500 tenants. Fig 6c shows a single ReFlex core can serve thousands of TCP connections.
We first consider Scenario 1 (Figure 5a - 5b), where two
latency-critical (A, B) and two best-effort (C, D) tenants
share a ReFlex server. Both A and B require 95th percentile
read latency of 500µs. Tenant A requires 120K IOPS at
100% read, while B requires 70K IOPS at 80% read. C and
D are best effort tenants with 95% and 25% read loads, respectively. To guarantee read tail latency below the 500µs
SLO, our Flash device can support up to 420K weighted
IOPS. Thus, the QoS scheduler generates 420K tokens/sec.
LC tenant A receives 120K tokens/sec while tenant B receives 196K tokens/sec = 0.8(70K IOPS)(1 token
I/O ) + 0.2(70K
IOPS)(10 tokens
).
Thus,
the
two
LC
tenants
collectively
reI/O
serve 75% of the device throughput, leaving 25% of tokens
for BE tenants. Figure 5 shows the tail latency and IOPS for
each tenant with the QoS scheduler disabled and enabled.
Without QoS scheduling, tail read latency is above 2ms for
all tenants due to read/write interference. Tenant B also operates below its SLO throughput. With QoS scheduling enabled, latency and throughput SLOs are met for both LC tenants (Figure 5a) at the expense of BE throughput (Figure 5b).
BE tenants C and D receive a fair share of unallocated tokens (52K tokens/sec each), but D achieves lower IOPS than
C due to its higher percentage of write I/Os (writes cost 10
times more tokens than reads).
Scenario 2 uses the same tenants as Scenario 1 with
identical SLOs. However, latency-critical tenant B issues
only 45K IOPS instead of the 70K reserved in its SLO. BE
tenants can now reach higher throughput (Figure 5c - 5d),
as they acquire the unused tokens of tenant B, in addition to
tokens not allocated to LC tenants. The round-robin serving
of BE tenants ensures fair access to unused tokens.
While these scenarios involve just 4 tenants, they are
sufficient to show the need for QoS scheduling for remote
Flash accesses, beyond what hardware provides. Our QoS
scheduler can guarantee SLOs while being work-conserving
and fair for best-effort tenants.

5.5

Scalability

We now evaluate how ReFlex scales in the dimensions of
cores, tenants, and connections.
Cores: We run ReFlex with up to 12 cores (6 cores per
socket) to test the scheduler’s multi-core scalability. Each
thread manages a single LC tenant with an SLO of 20K IOPS
(90% read, 4KB requests) at up to 2ms tail read latency (95th
percentile). The 2ms latency SLO allows our Flash device
to serve up to 12 such tenants before the SLO is no longer
admissible due to too much write interference. Two ReFlex
threads also each serve a BE tenant (80% read, 4KB). Figure 6a shows a linear increase in the aggregate IOPS for LC
tenants as we scale the number of cores (tenants) without any
scaling bottleneck in the scheduler. Meanwhile, aggregate
BE IOPS decrease due to rate-limiting with less spare bandwidth on the device. Although not shown in Figure 6, the
tail read latency of all LC tenants stays below the 2ms SLO.
The total token usage rate (green line with values marked on
the secondary y-axis) is high when no LC tenants are registered since the two BE tenants are allowed to issue as many
requests as the device can handle. As soon as the first LC
tenant registers, the scheduler caps the token rate to 570K
tokens/s to enforce the 2ms SLO. Token usage remains at
this level as we scale the number of cores, as ReFlex saturates the Flash device at all points without violating SLOs.
Tenants: We evaluate the number of tenants each ReFlex
thread can serve before tenant management becomes a performance bottleneck. Each tenant uses a single connection to
issue 100 1KB read IOPS. In this experiment, low IOPS per
connection are necessary to avoid saturating the Flash device
before reaching a tenant scaling limit. Figure 6b shows that
a single ReFlex core can serve up to 2,500 tenants, while 2
ReFlex cores serve 5,000 tenants, and a 4-core ReFlex server
comes close to supporting 10K tenants, at which point we
approach the 1M read-only IOPS limit of the Flash device.
As we scale the number of tenants per thread, tail latency
may increase as the QoS scheduling frequency decreases.
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Figure 7: Performance evaluation with Linux block device driver for ReFlex.

This case is detected by the ReFlex control plane which allocates more cores and rebalances tenants as needed (see §4.3).
TCP Connections: A tenant may be used to track the
QoS requirement of an application that uses multiple client
machines and threads. Hence, it is important to know how
many TCP connections the ReFlex server can handle. Figure 6c plots the throughput of a single ReFlex thread when
scaling the number of TCP connections associated with a
tenant. At 100 IOPS per connection, a single ReFlex thread
can support up to 5K connections. Performance degrades beyond this point as the TCP connection state no longer fits in
the last-level cache and TCP/IP processing slows down due
to main memory accesses. This is similar to the connection
scaling behavior of IX [11], which saturates at 10K connections in experiments with smaller messages (64B vs. 1KB)
which trigger fewer misses. With 1K IOPS/connection, the
ReFlex core approaches its peak bandwidth, achieving 780K
IOPS with 850 connections. The peak bandwidth is lower
than the 850K IOPS in §5.3 due to higher cache pressure.
5.6

Linux Application Performance

We now use the remote block device driver for ReFlex to
evaluate performance with legacy Linux applications. We
compare to performance with the local NVMe device driver
and Linux iSCSI remote block I/O. We show results for the
following applications: the flexible I/O tester (FIO) [32],
the FlashX graph analytics framework [75], and Facebook’s
RocksDB key-value store [22].
FIO: Figure 7a shows the latency-throughput curves for
FIO issuing 4KB random reads with queue depth up to 64.
We need multiple FIO threads to reach maximum throughput: 5 threads with the local NVMe driver, 3 threads with
iSCSI, and 6 with the ReFlex block driver. As expected,
ReFlex stops scaling when it saturates the 10GbE network
interfaces at both the client and the server. However, since
FIO on top of ReFlex scales linearly up to 6 threads, we expect it will be able to match local throughput given higher
bandwidth network links. The higher latency of ReFlex in
this experiment is due to the client-side overheads of the

Linux block and networking layers. Still, ReFlex provides
4× higher throughput than iSCSI and 2× lower tail and average latency. We evaluated ReFlex with optimized clients
in §5.3.
FlashX: We use FlashX, a graph processing framework
that uses the SAFS user-space filesystem to efficiently store
and retrieve vertex and edge data from Flash. We execute
four graph benchmarks including weakly connected components (WCC), pagerank (PR), breadth-first search (BFS)
and strongly connected components (SCC) on the SOCLiveJournal1 social network graph from SNAP [39]. The
graph contains 4.8M vertices and 68.9M edges, which we
store on a local block device or on a remote block device
through iSCSI or ReFlex. Figure 7b shows the impact of accessing remote Flash on the end-to-end application execution time. Compared to performance on local Flash, ReFlex
introduces only a small slowdown, between 1% for WCC
and 3.8% for BFS. In contrast, iSCSI reduces performance
by 15% for PR and up to 40% for BFS and SCC.
RocksDB: Finally, we use RocksDB to evaluate keyvalue store performance on Flash with ReFlex. We install
an ext4 filesystem on the NVMe block device and mount
it as either local or remote via ReFlex or iSCSI. We place
both RocksDB’s database and its write-ahead-log on Flash.
We generate a workload using db bench, a benchmarking tool provided with RocksDB. We use cgroups [43] to
limit memory and reduce the effect of Linux’s page cache,
thus exercising Flash storage with a short experiment on a
43GB database. We first populate the database with the bulkload (BL) routine and then execute the randomread (RR)
and readwhilewriting (RwW) benchmarks. Figure 7c shows
the end-to-end execution time slowdown of RocksDB over
iSCSI and ReFlex compared to local Flash. For the writeheavy BL test, performance is almost equal between local
and remote as the Flash itself limits IOPS. For RR and RwW,
iSCSI shows a slow down of 32% and 27%, respectively,
while ReFlex slows down performance by less than 4%.

6.

Discussion

There are two limitations of current Flash hardware that are
particularly relevant to ReFlex.
Read/write interference: Write operations have a big impact on the tail latency of concurrent read requests. Our
scheduler uses a request cost model to avoid pushing beyond the latency-throughput capabilities of the Flash device
for the current read/write ratio. However, we are still limited
to enforcing tail read latency SLOs at the 95th percentile.
Stricter SLOs, such as 99th or 99.9th percentile are difficult to enforce on existing Flash devices without dramatically reducing IOPS as reads frequently stall behind writes,
garbage collection, or wear leveling tasks. Future Flash devices should limit read/write interference, targeting tail behavior in addition to average. For example, the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) could always read out and buffer Flash
pages before writing in them [2, 74].
Hardware support for request scheduling: Existing Flash
devices schedule requests from different NVMe hardware
queues using simplistic round-robin arbitration. To guarantee SLOs, ReFlex has to use a software scheduler that implements rate limiting and priorities. The NVMe specification
defines a weighted round-robin arbiter [47], but it is not implemented by any Flash device we are aware of. This arbiter
would allow ReFlex threads to submit requests to hardware
queues with properly weighted priorities, thus eliminating
the need to enforce priorities between tenants in software.
ReFlex would still implement rate limiting in software as it
must manage the device latency-throughput characteristics
under varying read/write ratios, defend against SLO violations (long bursts by LC tenants), and support a number of
tenants that may exceed the number of hardware queues.

7.

while offering spare device bandwidth to best-effort traffic,
but they only provide throughput guarantees while ReFlex
also enforces tail latency SLOs [71, 72].
Tail latency SLOs: PriorityMeister provides tail latency
guarantees even at the 99.99th percentile by mediating access to shared network and storage resources using a tokenbucket mechanism similar to ReFlex [76]. Unlike ReFlex,
the scheduler profiles workloads to assign different priorities to latency-critical tenants. Cake uses a feedback controller to enforce tail latency SLOs, but only supports a single latency-critical tenant [70]. Avatar relies on feedback instead of device-specific performance models to control tail
latency on disk [73].
Flash-specific challenges: Many I/O schedulers specifically designed for Flash use a request cost model to account
for read/write interference. FIOS was one of the first schedulers to address Flash write interference and provide fairness using timeslices [52]. FlashFQ, a virtual-time based
scheduler, improves fairness and responsiveness through
throttled dispatch and I/O anticipation [58]. Libra is an I/O
scheduling framework that allocates per-tenant throughput
reservations and uses a virtual IOPS metric to capture the
non-linearity between raw IOPS and bandwidth [61]. While
FIOS, FlashFQ and Libra all assign I/O costs, their cost
models do not necessarily capture a request’s impact on the
tail latency of concurrent I/Os, since these schedulers are
designed for fairness and throughput guarantees rather than
latency QoS.
High Performance Networking: ReFlex leverages the
IX dataplane for high performance networking [11]. Alternative network stacks, such as mTCP [33], Sandstorm [42]
and OpenOnload [64], apply similar techniques in user space
to achieve high throughput and/or low latency networking.

Related Work

We discuss related work on storage QoS and high performance network stacks. Alternative approaches for remote
access to Flash are discussed in §2.
Storage QoS: Prior work has extensively studied quality
of service and fairness for shared storage [5, 24, 25, 27, 44,
62, 73]. Timeslice-based I/O schedulers like Argon, CFQ,
and FIOS offer tenants exclusive device access for regulated
time quanta to achieve fairness [7, 52, 69]. This approach can
lead to poor responsiveness and timeslices may not always
be fair on Flash as background tasks (i.e., garbage collection)
impact device performance.
In contrast, fair-queuing-based solutions interleave requests from all tenants. The original weighted fair queuing
schedulers [20, 51] have successfully been adapted from network to storage I/O with support for reordering, throttling,
and/or batching requests to leverage device parallelism [14,
26, 34, 58, 59, 68]. Our I/O scheduler resembles Deficit
Round Robin in that tenants accumulate tokens each round,
so long as they have demand [60]. Zygaria and AQuA also
apply a token bucket approach to serve real-time tenants

8.

Conclusion

We described ReFlex, a software system for remote Flash
access over commodity networking. ReFlex uses a dataplane
design to closely integrate and reduce the overheads of networking and storage processing. This allows the system to
serve up to 850K IOPS per core while adding only 21µs over
direct access to local Flash. The QoS scheduler in ReFlex enforces latency and throughput SLOs across thousands of tenants sharing a device. ReFlex allows applications to flexibly
allocate Flash across any machine in the datacenter and still
achieve nearly identical performance to using local Flash.
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